
Five rings. 17 days. No sleep. 
Thanks, Tokyo. 



Nationals, Olympic Trials performance

- 17 Olympic stories over 100K in June. 
- SEO posts performed well -- sometimes more than one for an event
- Wasn’t just the big names -- but also the unexpected moments. 



Building authority on the big sports … 



Two words: Keyword differentiation. 

If there’s enough volume around two searches, dive in. Target both. 

Link back 

SEO posts that can coexist



Following the plan … 



Expect the unexpected 

When in ‘the moment’, what angles can you attack? 
What will the audience be asking? 



Be prepared. But be nimble.

- Where are they now? Updates on former stars 
- Get to know these stars—and future stars
- Daily ‘live coverage’ file. “Live” updates from the action.  
- What you missed? A lot of events will happen overnight in the 

States 
- Medal count: Who’s got the most? 
- What to watch tonight—AND where can I watch it? 
- The moments. All. The. Moments. 



During swimming trials, a lot of time was spent talking about Michael Phelps. 
You can expect there to be a lot more. Ryan Lochte, too, who missed out on 
these Games. 

- What are they doing now? How many medals did they win? How much 
money did they earn? 

- Not just these guys. Also gymnasts Aly Raisman, McKayla Maroney and 
more. 

Wait, what they up to now? 



- There are certainly some big stars, but also plenty of fresh faces 
- USAT will have a ‘Meet the Team’ page that will be sortable by state 
- We will have ‘get to know’ pages on many athletes: 

- How old is she? 
- How tall is she?
- Is she married?  
- What’s the viral chocolate milk video?
- Katie Ledecky 2016 Olympics performance
- Olympics medals/Other career
- What world records does she hold?
- Olympics schedule

- Update these with new content/update lede/add hyperlinks/update schedule

Getting to know 



Getting to know



Second-screen opportunities



- Our second-screen experience 
- All. The. Moments.
- Instant analysis from Nancy/Christine/Rachel/etc. 
- Feeds from reporters 
- Updates on all the US medals
- Breakout sections sprinkled in to highlight enterprise content 
- Will publish in the evening ET and run overnight

- Will go dark when Tokyo is dark
- Hyperlinks to the moon

- H2s, H2s, H2s and updated Story Highlights
- Will be the daily “Olympics 2021” search play

‘Live’ coverage: What day is it again? 



- What happened while you were sleeping? 
- Why is it important? 
- Links out to the live coverage page (which will be ongoing) 
- Should include call-outs to enterprise and other coverage that isn’t 

available anywhere else. 
- H2s, H2s, H2s and story highlights
- Keyword Diversity: “Olympics results” or “What happened last night” 

What you missed?



Medal count

- Search volume is there EVERY day on this. 
- Going to start with one file and update. If that dwindles, we are ready to be 

flexible 
- Who is winning medal count? 
- Which American(s) have the most gold medals? Medals overall? 
- H2s, H2s, H2s and Story Highlights 
- Keyword diversity: ‘Olympics medal count’



What to watch for tonight

- Which events are the big ones to watch “today” 
- Which Americans have best shot to win gold “today” 
- Again, opportunity to highlight enterprise content 
- Keyword diversity: “What’s on the olympics tonight?” 



With the Olympics, NBC won’t let a story die. Good or bad. So … hang 10!  

- Revisit files and tweak SEO for timeframe and recent search trends 
(verbatim phrasing). 

- Post something fresh if there’s a new angle to take, but don’t force it 
- When there are new URLs, hyperlinks to everything else should be updated
- Don’t forget to go in the older ones and link to the new one, contextually if 

possible and not as a ‘spike’ 

Moments: Ride the wave


